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Abstract

The identification of words in texts and speech is an important ingredient in speech and language
recognition systems. Unsupervised learning algorithms use distributional information in texts to derive
regularities that the human brain would construe as lexical units, i.e. morphemes. Since statistical
distributions of alphabetic or phonemic clusters are not knowingly experienced by the human mind, the
exploitation of such information by a machine and making it accessible to our senses, results in new
insights of the input material. The study at hand focuses on the properties of language input, which is
systematically varied. It will be shown that the language register will not have an effect in English on
the identification of words. Yet, there are significant differences if the form of representation is changed
from an alphabetic to a phonemic representation. The control language, Japanese, reveals that it is
not a universal feature among the languages of the world. Hence the design of algorithms exploiting
distributional cues should be defined language-specifically.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
The detection of word boundaries and hence the identification of words is an intensively
researched and growing field since speech recognition has been rediscovered as a subject
of Artificial Intelligence (AI). For written texts in languages such as Chinese or Japanese, in
which words are not explicitly marked by surrounding spaces, the quick detection of words
is important for any form of elaborated text processing. Even in English, one can think of
scenarios where white spaces as markers of words are misleading (e.g. compounds). The
many algorithms developed in Named Entity Recognition illustrate how challenging a problem
considered comparatively easy may become. The solutions range from simple table look-ups to
the inclusion of complex syntactic structures.
The design of learning algorithms and pattern recognition in general, centers around the
question of how much external information is added for fine tuning and how much information is
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gained from the input. The later is by far the more recognized and elegant way of solving learning
problems. It has consequences for the processing efficiency and the cost of involved language
resources. It saves the burden of encoding millions of exceptions and individual vocabularies.
Finding a universal and slim mechanism stated as a general rule that can be formalized with
few assumptions as well as little predefined knowledge carries a high explanatory potential
for both research in AI, Linguistics, and Cognitive Sciences. So it seems justified to investigate
further into the hidden structures of language, its building blocks and their distribution with
the aim of minimizing the use of external information.

1.2. Research Question
For reasons of brevity, from the mass of potential research questions implied by the motivation,
two research questions crystallize as more relevant to the problem of word identification. First,
to which exact extent do different representations of input material differ in their statistical
distribution of the units of perception (i.e. syllables, clusters of letters or phonemes) and how
does it affect the segmentation performance? Second, can we treat the differences of transitional
probabilities between and within words as a universal fact that is true for all natural languages
in general?
A reasonable starting point for the above research questions is to observe real life, that is,
to find out how humans master this problem. Given that every newborn is able to learn any
of the six to eight thousand languages of the world if exposed to sufficient language input, it
is clear that language-specific knowledge such as supra-segmental details (prosodic patterns),
phonotactics, or even word knowledge is not present in the minds of the learner. As a short
description of the procedure for the project at hand, the approach followed in Cognitive Science
– observing language acquisition from real life and carrying out experiments to determine the
amount of general strategies, which the language learner starts with – is taken as an input
here. As characteristic to the Humanities, we will make theoretic, but plausible, assumptions
by describing a concrete mechanism, i.e. a model how word identification could be carried
out given the real world abilities of the language learner that were experimentally proven by
Cognitive Science.
In figure 1 this process is visualized as a hermeneutic circle, in which Cognitive Science
has its core competencies in delivering experimental results [1]. In fact, psychologists do so
to contribute to theory building and modeling, however, together with linguists. Linguistic
expertise is also needed for programming and carrying out computer simulations. It is there
where Artificial Intelligence will come into play once the underlying principles are understood
to the extent that enables the researcher to devise working technologies without being based
on behavioral experiments.
To illustrate this point, parallel to the process of learning to fly, humans first studied the
mechanisms and principles of birds. Experiments soon made us discover principles of aerodynamics. And finally a fly technology was invented that use different mechanisms for flying
than birds, but still work according to the same general principles of aerodynamics that also
birds are subdued to. Hence in analogy, by studying the mechanisms of speech perception and
segmentation at the very early stages of child language development in Cognitive Science, we
like to discover the very general principles. Once the principles of speech segmentation are

Figure 1: Psycholinguistic Modeling [1]

fully understood, Artificial Intelligence can be exploited to develop technologies beyond human
capabilities, but able to have the same or better results in recognizing words in running speech.

2. Background and Review
There are essentially two possible approaches to identify a word: word-based and boundarybased. The first approach presupposes that a word is given in some kind of either a concrete or
more abstract description. The challenge here is to match this word to a chain of words while
taking into account phenomena such as the exact allocation or the embeddedness (e.g. and in
understand or is in fist). The word-based approach is a more direct and intuitive procedure. It
simulates the idea of an internal lexicon functioning roughly like a template. When adults learn
a foreign language and hear a sound sequence which they hypothesize to be a lexical unit of its
own, they often consult a dictionary to search this item. In addition, the adult learner is also
interested in the meaning of the identified sequence. Likewise the word-based approach may
serve two purposes: firstly, test if the sequence actually exists and, secondly, understand the
meaning of a word. A large body of literature was produced, which is not be further considered
here. Suffice it to mention that the foundations [2] after refinement and improvement were
implemented in well-studied algorithms such as INCDROP [3] or BootLex [4].
Word boundary-based approaches shifted the focus from the allocation of a possible word
candidate to the linguistic environment, in which words occur, i.e. knowing where each word

of a sequence begins (or ends) is sufficient to identify each word. Put differently, the beginnings
and endings of words define implicitly the entire word even if nothing is known about what is
between the boundaries. Boundary-based approaches subdivide into utterance-boundary and
predictability models. The former tend to be rule-based and they are derived from systematic
observations of linguistic regularities.
A lot of attention has been paid to supra-segmentalia of languages in the hope to find a
general principle which unites the world’s languages. Although a general principle is not in
sight, research in this area has been fruitful as the example of metrical segmentation strategies
illustrates [5, 6, 7, 8]. Using phonotactics – sound combinations that do not at all occur together
– hint at at the beginning or endings of words (e.g. lr or the velar nasal N never shows up
word-initially in English or German) for obvious reasons [9]. Finally, allophonic cues [10, 11, 12]
use the systematic variation of sounds dependent on their position in the word (word-initial,
word-final) to determine a word boundary. As an example in English, consider the difference
between the velarised variant [ì] of the alveolar lateral approximant [l] in feel versus love or
the aspiration of word-initial stops such as ph in pulpit.
Predictability models as the other subgroup of boundary-based approaches can best be
subsumed under the notion of Statistical Learning. Essentially this family of models looks at the
distribution of whatever the unit of perception (syllables, diphones, phonemes, letters) is and
assimilates the observation that sound clusters within the word are significantly different than
across words. This can theoretically be shown in text corpora [13, 14, 15] and practically in
experiments [16]. While the idea is not new [17, 18], the prove that human learners – particularly
adults and 6-months-olds – make extensive use of the mechanism gained momentum just two
decades ago [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Unlike any of the
other approaches statistical learning does not assume additional materials to learn from but
the input text. This is different for word-based approaches, for which the entire lexicon has to
be available. Metrical segmentation, allophonic cues, or phonotactics also presume an initial,
though small, list of words containing candidates, which reveal the language-specific properties
that should be learned.
In the search of a plausible explanation, where such material could stem from, the argument
of isolated words [6, 36] as a starting point for deriving all kinds of language specific features
that could subsequently be used for segmenting unknown speech input has received some
recognition in the literature. Once the learner had a list of words, she or he would be able to
derive prosodic patterns, allophonic variation, or phonotactic pecularities of the language under
investigation. And with this knowledge a mechanism could be derived allowing to segment
any running speech into words. To assume a list of isolated words, shifts the problem to an
earlier stage of language learning because the question remains unchanged: how can the list
be produced? The essential riddle to be solved stays as is: without prior knowledge how can
a language learner figure out what a word is and what are its parts or even larger units if the
only input given is the speech stream? It is a robust effect from various experiments and corpus
studies that words hardly ever occur in isolation. Even if mothers are explicitly asked to do so
when communicating with their babies, only about 20% of the words actually are isolated [11].
Even if accepting this, however, it would not help much since the little toddler has no chance to
know when a word occurs in isolation. Also the suggestion that some kind of general word
analyzer is part of the genetic endowment of humans cannot hold since there are simply too

many languages that show to much variation that even hypothesizing and testing sequences of
sounds could never converge to the same system of words in the observed amount of time. This
dilemma is the chicken and egg problem of word segmentation. Without prior access to words,
how can a learner know what a word is?
The answer to this question is to apply predictability strategies. They make no languagespecific presumptions. Statistical learning assumes a general cognitive ability to have mental
representations of frequency counts and relations of frequenciey to each other. On a more
abstract level, these capabilities are also needed for other mechanisms in our cognitive apparatus,
e.g. the visual systems builds equally complex patterns and computations around conditional
probabilities of light signals.

3. Methodology
To answer these research questions a model is applied that has been tested and discussed
previously [37],1 but it is used here to systematically vary the input of phonemically transcribed
and alphabetic texts of different languages and its registers. The model at hand can be described
as a mixture from all the approaches elaborated on above. First, the model follows strictly the
boundary-based predictability approach to arrive at a word list whose content will be exploited
by a word-based approach to aline the words to new input. Indeed, it would be possible to extract
additional linguistic features as suggested by the utterance-boundary approaches. However,
this will only serve secondary purposes with regard to the research questions. So it is left for
follow-up research in the future.
Put briefly, the algorithm used here can best be described in terms of an n-gram model
calculating the optimal segmentation results based on the transitional probabilities for all ngram combinations of a given input. Here the predictability approach is applied. The input are
texts in alphabetic and IPA transcribed form, from which all white spaces have been deleted.
The model also incorporates the manipulation of the length of phoneme chains or a lexicon
function. The lexicon function allows to save e.g. the 10 or so most frequent segmentations of
the input in an extensible list, which can be used as an additional source of information in the
segmentation process. This is where the word-based models are taken into account.
Three different text corpus collections are taken as an input: samples from Child Language
Data Exchange System (CHILDES) [39], International Corpus of English – Great Britain (ICEGB), and Corpus of Spoken Japanese (CSJ) [40]. CHILDES is used because it is clear from the
literature that child-directed speech (CDS) is beneficial to the learning of the language for its
repetitions and, allegedly, for the peculiar distributions of the units of perception [41]. Japanese
is selected because the Kanji writing system does not encode word boundaries. So readers and
speakers alike might rely on the same kind of cues. It would be enlightening to see if these cues
are based on transitional probabilities as well in addition to the known rhythmic (the morae),
lexical, and syntactic information.
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There is a tool set [38] that can be used to run the simulations whose results are presented below

Figure 2: F1-measures for CSJ, ICE, and CDS (in phonetic and alphabetic script)

4. Results
The results are graphically visualized in figure 2. The ordinate labeled cycles encodes the
number of different texts that were input, that is, either in phonemic (IPA) or alphabetic (no
IPA) transcription. At each cycle the most frequently segmented clusters are memorized as a
lexicon and this is used in cycle 30 to boost the segmentation performance to an acceptable level.
The output is given as an F1-measure, which includes precision and recall at equal proportions.
With respect to the first research question, the two English registers, ICE and CDS, behave by
and large equally. While both, the alphabetic representations for ICE (no IPA) and CDS (no IPA),
show low F1 levels at around 0.3, which is insignificantly different from a random segmentation,
their phonemic counterparts (labeled as ICE and CDS) reveal equal rates of improvement. This
suggests that the distribution of phonemes is more supportive for an segmentation strategy
exploiting the transitional probabilities between and within words independent of the language
register. Also, the English registers depict similar growth rates when the generated lexicon is
used.
The second research question can be answered if the data on Japanese (CSJ) is considered.
Although beyond randomness especially after the usage of the lexicon, the phonemic representation of Japanese cannot reach an acceptable level of performance. The Japanese segmentation
performance is somewhat between the performance of the English phonemic and alphabetic
representations. So it is unlikely that Japanese contains the same distributional pattern as
English that is useful for segmentation. And this suffices for the claim that predictable phoneme
clusters based on transitional probabilities to detect word boundaries cannot be a language
universal phenomenon.

5. Discussion
Since English CDS is predictable on the basis of typical phoneme clusters from English adult
speech if logistic regression is applied [42], we know that English adult speech differs significantly from English CDS in its distribution of sound chains. However this difference has no
significant effect on the segmentation performance. And thus a different distribution does not
necessarily account for any prediction of the segmentation performance. It is now plausible
to assume that one can make the same claim for Japanese following the assumption that the
segmentation process as such could be a general cognitive ability initiated by statistical learning
of the input. The study revealed that this is not the case. Although it holds for the qualities of
English, it does not for Japanese.
This is interesting for two reasons. First, on the one hand, the English case illustrates that the
natural grown system of actual sound representations and its distribution contains information
useful for the segmentation process. There is ample evidence that the optimization principle of
language has been pushing the order of phonemes and syllables according to the needs of the
environment and the capacity of the brain in the present direction that eases the recognition of
lexical units.
The artificial system of language representation, that is, the writing system that has culturally
grown, misses this information clearly because distributions are hidden and the inventors of the
script surely could not have thought of it. On the other hand, the Japanese case makes clear that
even natural languages develop different segmentation strategies that do not necessarily rely
on transitional probabilities and that, in addition, natural languages do not necessarily optimize
in the same direction. All cases taken together suggest that the mechanisms of language change
might not have achieved the optimal distribution of phonemes yet.
Second, for researchers of AI the results show that the details of the input cannot be ignored
independent from the size of the data to be learned from. In the case of English corpora, the
above result – the form of representation and not the language register is crucial – was not to
be expected since the two forms of text representation are uniquely transferable in one another
and hence it seemed plausible that their distribution would do too. This assumption did not
prove right.
Now the idea for further investigation is to find out whether there is an alphabet that
also fulfills the criterion of being uniquely transferable back and forth to all English script
systems, but is further optimal with regard to its segmentation performance or even allows
perfect segmentation. This is the case when the phoneme clusters within a word are nearly
always different than across words. Moreover, the question arises whether such an ideal text
representation could be artificially constructed for Japanese or other languages. If so, AI could
once again compensate the shortcomings of natural sound pattern optimization.
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